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Abstract 

The generation of the paramagnetic radical (Cl2An•3−) in the framework-edge moieties of an Fe-based 

two-dimensional honeycomb framework with 2,5-dichloro-3,6-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinonate 

(Cl2Ann−), (H3O)2(phz)3[Fe2(Cl2An)3] (phz = phenazine), allowed the formation of long-range 

magnetic correlations over the network with a relative high magnetic phase transition temperature (Tc) 

of 128 K. The original compound is a paramagnet with a diamagnetic Cl2An2− linker that significantly 

separates paramagnetic FeII ions (S = 2), where the [(H3O)2(phz)3]
2+ cation is located between layered 

frameworks. Post-synthetic electron-doping, i.e., reduction in the solid state, using a lithium-ion 

battery (LIB) system, finally produced (Li+)3(H3O
+)2(phz)3[(Fe2+)2(Cl2An•3−)3], which demonstrated 

a drastic magnetic change. 

 

Keywords: Fe-tetraoxolene complex; two-dimensional honeycomb framework; postsynthetic 

method; electron-doping; lithium ion battery; molecular magnets 
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◼ Introduction 

The design of molecular magnets with a high magnetic phase transition temperature (Tc) is a 

longstanding theme in the field of molecular materials science.[ 1 − 5 ] A class of metal–organic 

frameworks (MOFs) with paramagnetic metal ions (M) bridged by -conjugated organic linkers (L) 

is one of the promising candidates for molecular magnets because superexchange magnetic coupling 

between metal spins is anticipated through -frontier orbitals.[ 6 − 8 ] However, with nonmagnetic 

organic linkers, most MOFs only show paramagnetic behavior or weak magnetic correlations 

resulting from long-distance superexchange interactions through -orbital overlapping over the linker 

between metal spins (left in Scheme 1).[9−11] To improve this, the introduction of paramagnetic spin 

(S = 1/2) into the linker molecule, i. e., the use of organic radical ligands as a linker or post-

synthetically generating a radical state in the original linker, could be an effective strategy to enhance 

the magnetic correlations, which could stabilize the magnetic ordering state with a help of the newly 

produced kinetic exchange interaction between the radical spin and transition metal center (right in 

Scheme 1).[12,13] 

 

 

Scheme 1. Magnetic correlation between metal spins through nonmagnetic organic linkers (left) and 

organic radicals (right). JM∙∙∙M represents the magnetic interaction (J) between the metal spins, and 

JM∙∙∙Rad represents J between the metal and radical spins. Orange spheres and blue blocks represent 

the metal ions and organic linkers, respectively. The dark blue and red arrows represent the magnetic 

spins of the metals and radicals. 

 

We have proposed using intra-lattice electron transfer between electron donor (D) and electron 

acceptor (A) subunits in -conjugated MOFs to generate the spin set of D+(↑)–A–(↓) coupled by 
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a finite-sized exchange interaction as well as coulombic charge-separation. If D or A is a -conjugated 

organic redox species, the generated spin is a radical spin that possibly enables the formation of d–

p conjugation with metal centers. For example, assembly reactions of a family of carboxylate-

bridged paddlewheel-type diruthenium(II, II) complexes ([Ru2
II,II]) that act as a D-subunit and organic 

electron-acceptors (i.e., A-subunits) of TCNQ and DCNQI derivatives (TCNQ = 7,7,8,8-tetracyano-

p-quinodimethane; DCNQI = N,N′-dicyanoquinonediimine) allow the construction of multi-

dimensional coordination polymers with the formula of DA for one-dimensional chains or D2A for 

ladder chains, two-dimensional layers, and three-dimensional infinite networks.[14] Importantly, the 

magnetic properties of these DA or D2A assemblies are strongly dependent on whether intra-lattice 

electron-transfers occur during the course of the assembly process: the D+A– species are ferrimagnetic 

chains,[15 ] and when the D0.5+
2A

– layers or infinite networks are spontaneous magnets of either 

ferrimagnets[ 16 ] or antiferromagnets,[ 17 ] whereas D0A0 and D0
2A

0 are paramagnetic, as well as 

D+
2A

2–.[18 ] In the D0.5+
2A

– system, the radical spin on the TCNQ moiety mediates an exchange 

interaction between [Ru2]
0/+ spins, which demonstrates ferrimagnetic spin ordering over the 

framework; e.g., the three-dimensional network compound at Tc = 107 K.[19] Another example was 

found in a family of coordination polymers with 2,5-dichloro-3,6-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinonate 

(Cl2Ann−), in which Cl2Ann− acts as a redox-active species with three different charge states of n = 2, 

3, or 4 (Scheme 2).[13, 20 ] A two-dimensional D2A3 honeycomb system, 

(Me2NH2)2[Fe2(Cl2An)3]∙2H2O∙6DMF, where the FeII ion is D,[13] exhibited ferrimagnetic ordering 

via radical spin in Cl2An•3− that was formed by electron-transfer from each FeII ion to Cl2An2−. 

 

 

Scheme 2. Changes in the oxidation state of Cl2Ann−: left to right, n = 2, 3, 4. 

 

The post-synthetic generation of radical species in a framework is also efficient for the design of 

magnetic MOFs. One radical-generation technique is to use solid-state bulk electrochemistry, in 

which stimulus redox activation of the subunits in a target MOF should be achieved at the electrode, 
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which concurrently involves counter ion insertion/extraction that neutralizes the material. This 

technique was demonstrated in a lithium-ion battery (LIB) system, in which electrochemical 

reduction of the neutral acceptor subunits in the redox-active MOF at the cathode (i.e., discharge 

process for the cathode material) produced a radical spin state between paramagnetic metal centers 

as well as Li+ insertion (Fig. 1a). Consequently, the electron-reduced MOF, (Li+)x[MOF]x–, 

demonstrated the construction of artificial long-range magnetic ordering (Fig. 1b).[ 21 − 26 ] A 

paramagnetic [Ru2
II,II]–TCNQ system that has a neutral TCNQ was changed to a high Tc magnet with 

Tc = 88 K by electrochemical electron doping into a neutral TCNQ moiety via the discharge process 

of the LIB system.[21,23] Even in the metal–Cl2Ann– honeycomb system mentioned above, the Tc 

modulation by the LIB system was also demonstrated; a Tc change from 10 K (charged phase) to 36 

K (discharged phase) was found in (NBu4)[MnIICrIII(Cl2An)3].
[24] However, the combination of Fe 

and Cl2An•3− is a promising candidate for high-Tc magnets because of the presence of strong exchange 

coupling between FeIII and Cl2An•3−.[20,27] In fact, a few relevant compounds of [Fe2(Cl2An)3]
n– MOFs 

(D2A3-type) have revealed high Tc magnets; Tc = 80 K for (Me2NH2)2[Fe2(Cl2An)3]∙2H2O∙6DMF[13] 

and Tc = 105 K for (Cp2Co)1.43(Me2NH2)1.57[Fe2(Cl2An)3]·4.9DMF.[28] 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the discharge process in an LIB system. The LIB system consists 
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of three main parts, anode, electrolyte and cathode, containing the target material (DmAn). (b) 

Schematic representation of the spin state changes in the discharge process from MOF to the electron-

reduced MOF, (Li+)x[MOF]x–. The purple and red arrows represent the magnetic spins of the metals 

and radicals, respectively. 

 

In this study, we demonstrate electrochemical synthesis of a spontaneous magnet using the 

paramagnetic Fe–Cl2An2– honeycomb system, (H3O)2(phz)3[Fe2(Cl2An)3] (1), as the precursor.[29 ] 

The electron-doped material exhibited long-range ferrimagnetic ordering with Tc = 128 K, which was 

developed by radical spin generation in the Cl2An2− moiety in the cathode of 1 through an LIB 

discharge process. 

 

◼ Experimental section 

Synthesis of (H3O)2(phz)3[Fe2(Cl2An)3] (1). A solvated form of 1, which includes acetone and water 

molecules, (H3O)2(phz)3[Fe2(Cl2An)3]∙(CH3COCH3)n∙(H2O)n (1-solv), was prepared by the following 

method that was previously reported.[29] Compound 1 was then obtained in a 64 % yield by heating 

at 100 °C under vacuum for 2 days. Elemental analysis calculated for C54H30Cl6Fe2N6O14: C 49.46, 

H 2.31, N 6.41; Found C 49.16, H 2.44, N 6.15. IR (νmax/cm−1, KBr pellets): 3408(m), 3075(w), 

1630(m), 1485(vs), 1433(w), 1357(vs), 1263(vw), 1149(w), 1121(m), 1006(m), 856(s), 826(m), 

750(s), 610(w), 591(s), 577(s), 506(s), 418(m). 

Physical characteristics measurements. Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded using KBr pellets at 

room temperature with a JASCO FT/IR-4200 spectrometer. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) 

patterns were measured for 1 using a RIGAKU Ultima IV diffractometer with Cu Κα radiation (λ = 

1.5418 Å) at room temperature in a glass capillary (ϕ = 0.5 mm). The PXRD measurements were 

conducted at a rate of 0.1 º min−1 with a step length of 0.02 º. Structural characterization of Cath-init 

and Cath-red (vide infra) was performed by ex situ PXRD using a RIGAKU Ultima IV diffractometer 

with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) at a rate of 1 º min−1 with a step length of 0.02 º at room 

temperature. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were recorded on a Shimadzu DTG-60H apparatus 

under a flowing N2 atmosphere from 20 to 500 ºC at a heating rate of 5 ºC min−1. X-band electron 

spin resonance (ESR) spectra were recorded on a JEOL spectrometer at 9.08 GHz for cathode samples 

of the LIB at room temperature. Magnetic properties were measured with a SQUID magnetometer 

(MPMS-XL, Quantum Design, U.S.A.). Magnetization measurements were performed by applying a 
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DC magnetic field in the temperature range of 1.8 to 300 K. Field dependence of the magnetization 

measurements were performed between −5 and +5 T at 5 K. The crystal structures were prepared 

using VESTA software.[30] 

Lithium-ion battery (LIB) cell preparation. The lithium ions and electrons were introduced to the 

target compound using an LIB system to improve the ordering temperature, Tc, via radical spin 

generation. The cathode of LIB was prepared by mixing the ground target material, 1, acetylene black 

(as a conductive medium) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE; as a binder) in a mass ratio of 5;4;1, 

respectively. Then, the cathode material was pressed on the current collector of the aluminum net and 

dried overnight at 60 ºC under vacuum. An LiPF6 electrolyte was dissolved at 1 mol/dm3 in ethylene 

carbonate: dimethyl carbonate that had a 3:7 volume ratio, respectively. The coin-type cell (2032-

type) was assembled with the cathode, anode, separator and electrolyte in an Ar-filled glovebox. 

Lithium-ion insertion process.  A galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) was 

employed to insert lithium ions into 1.[31] During the insertion process, LIB was under a discharge 

process for 1 h at a constant low-density current (5.11 mA/g), and then in an open circuit state for 1 

h to allow the entire system to reach an electrochemical equilibrium state. The open circuit voltage 

(OCV) was recorded with a potentiogalvanostat (Solartron, 1470E) at 25 ºC. After the discharge 

process, the coin cells were disassembled, and the 1 cathodes were extracted in the Ar-filled glovebox. 

 

◼ Results and discussion 

To achieve post-synthetic electron-doping using an LIB system, one necessity is that the target 

compound should be a porous material, i.e., a MOFs, to accommodate the Li+ ions introduced by the 

discharge process. Thus, the first trial was to identify the stable, porous, and solvent-free material that 

is produced by removing the crystallization solvents from the solvated material. The solvated form 

of 1, (H3O)2(phz)3[Fe2(Cl2An)3]∙(CH3COCH3)n∙(H2O)n (1-solv), which includes acetone and water 

molecules, has already been previously reported.[29] The TGA diagram of the freshly prepared, 

solvated sample, 1-solv, shows a gradual weight loss of up to ~200 ºC and significant weight loss 

above that temperature, corresponding to removal of guest acetone and water molecules (Fig. S1). In 

fact, 1, which was obtained by removing the crystal solvent from 1-solv, exhibited little weight loss 

within 150 ºC (Fig. S1). The formula for 1 is in good agreement with the desolvated composition 

derived from 1-solv: C54H30Cl6Fe2N6O14 (see Experimental Section). It was difficult to obtain 
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compound 1 in high enough quality for single-crystal X-ray structural analysis; however, comparison 

of the PXRD patterns of 1 and (H3O)2(phz)3[Cu2(Cl2An)3], the structure of which was known,[32] 

revealed that 1 is isostructural with (H3O)2(phz)3[Cu2(Cl2An)3] and has a Cl2An-bridged Fe–based 

two-dimensional honeycomb framework with counter cations of [(H3O)2(phz)3]
2+ located between 

the layers (Fig. S2). The packing structure is composed of alternating anionic layers [M2(Cl2An)3]
2− 

(M = Cu, Fe) and cationic layers [(H3O)2(phz)3]
2+ via π-π stacking, forming a nanoscale hexagonal 

1D channel along the c axis (Fig. 2). The anionic layer of [M2(Cl2An)3]
2− consists of metal ions 

coordinated with six O atoms originating from three different Cl2An2− bridging ligands. Meanwhile, 

the cationic layer of [(H3O)2(phz)3]
2+ has a supramolecular cationic form that consists of 

hydroxonium ions and phenazine connected via hydrogen bonds.[32] Note that 1 was freshly prepared 

in this work. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Packing structure of alternating anionic layers of {[M2(Cl2An)3]

2−}n and cationic layers of 

{[(H3O)2(phz)3]
2+}n: (a) Viewed along the crystallographic c axis; (b) Viewed along the 
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crystallographic a axis. Blue, brown, red, green, and yellow spheres represent M, C, O, Cl, and N 

atoms, respectively. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

 

The temperature (T) dependence of the field-cooled magnetization (FCM; Mm) of 1 was measured 

under a 1 kOe magnetic field in the temperature range of 300 to 1.8 K; Fig. 3 depicts a plot of the 

magnetic susceptibility (m = Mm/H). The mT product at 300 K was 8.4 cm3 K mol–1. The mT 

product gradually increased upon cooling the temperature to a maximum of 15.8 cm3 K mol–1 at 7.4 

K, followed by an abrupt decrease to 8.7 cm3 K mol–1 at 2.0 K. The spins in 1 basically originated 

from FeII centers, which could be realized because the signal of electron spin resonance (ESR) was 

barely visible for 1 (red curve in Fig. 4) (vide infra). The increase in mT indicates that ferromagnetic 

interactions are dominant between FeII ions in the layered network of 1. However, the magnetic field 

dependence of the magnetization (M–H) at 5 K showed no hysteresis, indicating the absence of 

magnetic long-range ordering even at 5 K (inset of Fig. 3). This magnetic behavior in 1 is very similar 

to the behavior of 1-solv that was already reported: short-range ferromagnetic correlations were 

constructed among FeII ions via neutral Cl2An2− in the network. This magnetic feature implies that 1 

is suitable as a cathode material of an LIB because it can form long-range magnetic ordering by 

generating the radical ligand (Cl2An•3−) from Cl2An2− via a discharge process (Fig. 1). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of χm (red line) and χmT (blue line) measured at Hdc = 1 kOe (χm = 

Mm/Hdc) for 1. Inset: magnetic field dependence of magnetization measured at 5 K in the low field 

region. 
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Fig. 4. ESR spectra of Cath-init (top, red line) and Cath-red (bottom, blue line) at room temperature. 

 

An LIB system with a cathode incorporating 1 was constructed (Fig. S3). Figure 5a shows the 

open circuit voltage (OCV) for the discharge process as a function of capacity, which is the electric 

charge quantity per unit weight. During the discharge process, electrons and Li+ were simultaneously 

introduced into the cathode, leading to an increase in chemical potential for electrons in the cathode 

material. Thus, a decrease in the OCV (vs. Li/Li+) during the discharge process corresponds to the 

variation of the difference in equilibrium electrochemical potentials for electrons between the cathode 

and anode in the used electrolyte.[33] The absolute value of the derivative of capacity (Q) with respect 

to voltage (V), |dQ/dV|, gave a distinct peak at approximately 2.82 V vs. Li/Li+ (Fig. 5b), which 

corresponds to a reduction potential of 1. Only one reduction peak was observed during the discharge 

process in the OCV range of 3.16−2.67 V vs. Li/Li+. Considering that the respective reduction 

potential of FeII is reported around ~1.0 V vs Li/Li+,[34−37] which is much lower than the electric 

potential observed during the discharge process (2.6~3.2 V vs. Li/Li+), the possibility of reduction in 

the FeII centers can be excluded. In addition, the redox potential of Cl2An2‒/Cl2An•3‒ is reported 

around the observed potential (~2.6 V vs. Li/Li+).[24,38] So the reduction potential observed at 2.82 V 

vs. Li/Li+, should correspond to the ligand-based reduction of Cl2An2− + e− → Cl2An•3−. The initial 

cathode sample taken at 3.16 V vs. Li/Li+ (x = 0) and the significantly reduced cathode sample taken 

at 2.67 V vs. Li/Li+ (x = 3) are hereafter called as Cath-init and Cath-red, respectively, where x is 

the nominal Li composition per formula unit estimated from the discharged capacity. The structural 

stability of the discharge process was checked using ex situ PXRD measurements for Cath-red (Fig. 
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S4). The peaks indicating the basic layered structure of 1 was maintained for Cath-red, although they 

were weakened and some additional peaks emerged. The shift of some peaks and the change of 

relative intensity in PXRD pattern might be caused by the different complex stacking mode of the 

anionic layers ([Fe2(Cl2An)3]
2−), which is induced by the insertion of new kind of cations (Li+) after 

discharge process, from the original stacking mode. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Open circuit voltage (OCV) curves. (a) OCV as a function of capacity for an LIB coin cell 

combined with 1. The solid lines represent the voltage change during the discharge process at a 

constant current. The dashed line represent the variation tendency of each electrochemical 

equilibrium state (open circles). The red and blue closed circles display the Cath-init and Cath-red 

ex situ physical measurements, respectively. The upper abscissa indicates the nominal Li composition 

(x) per formula unit estimated from the discharged capacity. (b) Absolute values of the derivative of 

the capacity (Q) with respect to the voltage (V), |dQ/dV|. 

 

To investigate the details of the charge state change during the discharge process, we conducted 

ex situ electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements for Cath-red and Cath-init. The OCVs of the 

measured samples are displayed by the corresponding colored spots (red for Cath-init with x = 0 and 

blue for Cath-red with x = 3) in Fig. 5. The spectrum of Cath-red exhibited a sharp ESR signal at a 

magnetic field of g ~ 2 (Fig. 4), whereas the spectrum of Cath-init had a very weak signal at g ~ 2 

(impurity; vide infra). Considering that the charge of Fe is basically +2 in 1 and Cath-init, the 

observed sharp signal for Cath-red should be attributed to the Cl2An•3− radical generated by the 

reduction of the Cl2An2− moiety. The small signal observed for Cat-init is probably due to an impurity 

originating from structural defects that include Cl2An•3− and/or Fe3+ spontaneously generated during 

the formation of 1 from 1-solv.  
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Figure 6 displays the temperature dependence of FCM at H = 100 Oe and the remnant 

magnetization (RM) for Cath-init and Cath-red. As confirmed from the vanishing temperature of 

RM, long-range ferrimagnetic ordering occurred at 128 K (= Tc) for Cath-red. This resulted from the 

formation of magnetic correlations between FeII ions with S = 2 through the radical spin of Cl2An•3− 

that was post-synthetically formed by electrochemistry. The superexchange magnetic coupling 

between FeII ions with S = 2 and Cl2An•3− with S = 1/2 is expected to be antiferromagnetic; thus, the 

spontaneous magnetic ordering could be due to a ferrimagnetic state. In the previous work on 

magnetic change in LIB, (NBu4)[MnIICrIII(Cl2An)3] provided a Tc of 36 K during the discharge 

process.[24] These results confirm that the combination of transition metal ions with the Cl2An•3− 

radical, namely mutual energy levels of SOMOs (SOMO = singly occupied molecular orbital), are 

quite important to tune the magnetic superexchange interactions and Tc. Of note, the combination of 

the Cl2An•3− radical and FeIII ions also revealed a relative high Tc.
[13,28] 

 

 

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the field-cooled magnetization (FCM) measured at Hdc = 100 Oe 

and the remnant magnetization (RM) of the cathode material. The red closed circles represent the 

FCM of Cath-init. The blue closed and open circles represent FCM and RM of Cath-red, 

respectively. Inset: enlarged drawing of RM of Cath-red between 114 K and 134 K. 

 

The magnetic field dependence of the magnetization for Cath-red was measured at 5 K (Fig. 7). 

The magnetization (Mm/N) value measured at H = 5 T for Cath-red was 5.1 B, which was smaller 
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than 6.1 B (H = 5 T) for Cath-init with two paramagnetic S = 2 spins on the Fe2+ species. This could 

be ascribed to the antiferromagnetic spin arrangement of S = 2 on Fe2+ ions and S = 1/2 on Cl2An•3− 

formed during the discharge process. The presumable saturated M value for 

(Li+)3{(H3O
+)2(phz)3[(Fe2+)2(Cl2An•3−)3]} with x = 3 should be approximately 5.8 μB, assuming Fe2+ 

(S = 2, g = 2.2)[27] and Cl2An•3− (S = 1/2, g = 2.0)[20]. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Magnetic field dependence of the magnetization (M−H) of Cath-init (red) and Cath-red (blue) 

at 5 K. 

 

◼ Conclusion 

In this study, we succeeded in electrochemically developing long-range ferrimagnetic correlations 

based on an LIB system in the paramagnetic MOF, (H3O)2(phz)3[Fe2(Cl2An)3] (1), which has a 

honeycomb layer comprising FeII ions and Cl2An2– as nodes and edges, respectively. The cathode 

material that included 1 was electrochemically reduced and involved insertion of Li+ ions during the 

discharge process, wherein the Cl2An2– moiety was electron-doped following the reaction Cl2An2− + 

e− → Cl2An•3−. This created antiferromagnetic superexchange interactions between the FeII ions and 

the Cl2An•3− radical edges. The fully electron-doped compound, 

(Li+)3(H3O
+)2(phz)3[Fe2+

2(Cl2An•3−)3], was presumably in the electron-doped cathode material, which 

finally showed a high Tc of 128 K. 
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